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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report is the deliverable “D6.1 – Legal, regulatory and ethical
framework report” of the European project “ONTOCHAIN – Trusted, traceable
and transparent ontological knowledge on blockchain”.
Today, more than ever, our digital life is an extension of our physical
world. Thanks to the Internet, it is now possible for citizens from all
over the world to participate in the generation and use of knowledge
like never before. However, from the current Internet standpoint, the
way knowledge is actually generated, curated, shared and stored raises
critical concerns about security, privacy, fair and equal distribution
of benefits, potential for abuse and adverse impact on individual rights.
Citizens everywhere are at risk of being presented with partial or biased
information reflecting the viewpoint of their provider. From now on, it
is time to handle our digital world with the same critical, moral and
ethical thinking that we use in our physical one. The internet of the
future should follow a human rights approach, be more resilient,
trustworthy and sustainable. An appropriate legal, regulatory and
ethical framework should be built around it, especially in what concerns
data/knowledge governance, access and sharing.
In this digital landscape, EU has recognized in 2018, with the setup of
the European Blockchain Partnership (EBP), the potential of the
blockchain technology to help reshape our digital world in a more human
centric way, to promote user trust and the protection of personal data,
to help create new business opportunities and to establish new areas of
leadership, benefiting citizens, companies and public services. In 2019,
the OECD acknowledged that the policy and regulatory framework around
this disruptive technology is under-developed1.
Now days, law and technologies have complex interactions: technologies
shape legal development and at the same time laws shape technologies.
This is in particular the case for blockchain and thus this is the
responsibility of their developers to ensure privacy and possibility for
the users to make ethical choices through them.
If the Next Generation blockchains will indeed become a catalyst for
innovation, jobs and economic growth, it is mandatory to establish and
implement at the same time a coherent legal, regulatory and ethical
framework around them. ONTOCHAIN, by conceptualising a software
ecosystem based on blockchains, takes this responsibility seriously. The
objective of this document is thus to identify the legal, ethical and
societal implications and impact of ONTOCHAIN early enough in its
development and implementation to enable corrective actions to be taken
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at this level if and when necessary as well as to contribute to the
definition of a clear policy environment for blockchain innovation and
adoption.
This document presents in:
o

Section 1, specific human-rights related considerations towards an
open and trusted Internet, the way how blockchain and smart contracts
may actually help achieve such goals and the current regulatory
framework.

o

Section 2, the gaps and conflicts of blockchain with the current
framework.

o

Section 3, the potential impacts of ONTOCHAIN in terms of legal,
ethical and societal aspects. This includes the ways how ONTOCHAIN
will address these aspects all along its lifetime from the
conceptualization, through the development and implementation as well
as how it will contribute to a regulatory framework that reflects the
fundamental values of diversity, plurality, democracy, equality,
privacy and participation, and more broadly of human-rights. While
some of the impacts considered concern the mid-term, which is beyond
the lifetime of the project, we start our investigation by analysing
the ONTOCHAIN short-term impacts, which have been summarized as
follows:
o

More credible content,

o

Trustworthy transactions,

o

Less centralized Internet,

o

More inclusive Internet,

o

Higher accountability, but no harm to anonymity.

This document is designed as an iterative document. All project partners
are engaged in identifying the impact of the ONTOCHAIN technology, and
will contribute to the refinement of this deliverable in the next stages
of the project. While Section 1 may retain the same focus for the two
scheduled deliverables (D6.1 and D6.2), Sections 2 and 3 may be subject
to restructuring and refinement along with the progress of the project.
This document essentially addresses the initiation of the project. Its
second version will be delivered on month 36, however, intermediate
versions may be prepared.
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1. TOWARD AN OPEN AND TRUSTED INTERNET
1.1

HUMAN-RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS IN ORDER TO SHAPE OUR
DIGITAL WORLD

Today like never before, the Internet makes it possible for individuals
all over the world to meet, interact, exchange knowledge, ideas and
services, engage with one another, organise content and people. However,
as far as this digital revolution unfolds, the use of this technology
for illegitimate purposes increases and it is not without raising
concerns about security, privacy, fair and equal distribution of
benefits, potential for disinformation, abuse and adverse impact on
individual rights2.
In 2019, the CIGI-Ipsos Global Survey on Internet Security and Trust3
conducted on 25,000 Internet users from 25 economies (Australia, Brazil,
Canada, China, Egypt, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hong Kong, India,
Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, Poland,
Russia, South Africa, Republic of Korea, Sweden, Tunisia, Turkey, and
the United States) shows that:
o
o

o
o

o

Eight in ten global citizens are concerned about their online
privacy. Concern is highest in developing economies.
One in five say it is getting harder to browse the Internet with
the confidence that content is not being censored. On balance,
people in many economies say it is getting worse, not better,
including Russia, the United States, Sweden and Great Britain.
Driving increased concern about online privacy, more are pointing
the finger at governments, both foreign and domestic, as a culprit.
One in four global citizens do not trust the Internet. Distrust is
being increasingly fuelled by social media, governments and search
engines.
Distrust towards the Internet is causing global citizens to
disclose less information online, use the
Internet more
selectively, and make fewer online purchases, among other
precautions.

Overall, global
by governments
about profiling
victims of data

citizens are anxious about how their data is being used
and businesses. They feel a lack of control and worry
and discrimination. They also fear that they will become
breaches, identity theft, and other forms of cybercrime.
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Internet users are also very troubled about the impact pervasive
surveillance has on their privacy and other rights.
It is thus time to handle the data, knowledge and services generated and
shared online with the same critical, moral and ethical thinking that
is used offline. Critical, moral and ethical thinking has existed much
longer than computers and the Internet. It is therefore the intention
of the ONTOCHAIN project to further explore how this wealth of knowledge,
moral and ethical achievements generated in the course of thousands of
years of European and World history can be inserted into the core fabric
of the Internet in order to support the aims of humanity: human rights,
sustainability, plurality, diversity and democracy.
In order to shape our digital world, digital technologies must be humancentred and environment-centred, used responsibly, strengthening the
rights and dignity of the citizens and preventing them from
disinformation. The Internet of the future should embed human-rights
norms and principles, be more resilient, trustworthy and sustainable.
Europe has learned a lot of lessons from its history and has the
responsibility to contribute towards smart, modern, sustainable and coexisting ecosystems in the future.
This work is in progress at all levels. It belongs to policy makers and
all other stakeholders e.g., developers, users to shape an open and
trusted Internet with all the social, sustainability and economic
benefits it brings, an interoperable Internet that cultivates innovation
and creates opportunities for all, and allows for graceful evolution of
humanity.
The foundation for this work can be found in Article 19 of the Universal
Declaration of Human rights set in 19484 when the Internet has been just
utopia:
“Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive
and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of
frontiers.”

In this regard, the EU has conducted ground-breaking work, for instance
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR, 2016)5 regime that upholds
data privacy, the code of conduct with social media platforms to combat
hate speech online (2016)6, all the current work on building legislation
on human-centric Artificial Intelligence (2019)7 as well as more recently
the Digital Service and Market Acts (2020)8 to create a safer digital
space in which the fundamental rights of all users of digital services
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are protected and to establish a level playing field to foster
innovation, growth, and competitiveness, both in the European Single
Market and globally.
At the same time (2018), the United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights (OHCHR) setup a human-rights based approach for our digital life
and proposed preliminary principles, recommendation and good practices
for the use of data among other participation, self-identification,
transparency, privacy and accountability9:
o

Participatory processes in the generation, use and exchange of
knowledge should be implemented and ensure that the views of
vulnerable or marginalized groups, and groups who are at risk of
discrimination, are represented.

o

Individuals should always have the option to disclose, or withhold,
information about their personal characteristics, a non-response
option should also be possible. This is especially important for
sensitive data use and exchange.

o

Information about how data is generated, collected and used should
be transparent and publicly available to facilitate trust and
interpretation.

o

Access to information must be balanced with the rights to privacy,
confidentiality and data protection. Data that relates to personal
characteristics,
and
in
particular
sensitive
personal
characteristics should be handled only with the express consent of
the individual concerned. Data should be secured against both
natural and human dangers as well as disposed of appropriately when
no longer required.

o

Data producers/collectors are accountable of the knowledge content
they produce, collect or make accessible thus they are accountable
for mismanagement should that be the case.

However, it appears that the current Internet does not contain support
mechanisms for the sophisticated requirements of our smart society.
Technology like ONTOCHAIN, if designed and developed properly, holds the
keys towards addressing such high-level abstract requirements that can
support our society’s smart and sustainable ecosystems of the future.
If big effort has been produced to regulate how data are managed and
used to build citizens trust, there is still some work to be produced
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regarding the technologies that enable data exchange and content handling
as well as on the ecosystems that govern the data management. Indeed,
an open and trustworthy internet relies not only on ethical principles
for data management, but also on the attributes of the technologies to
enable ethics and human-rights principles implementation and on the
networks and ecosystems that enable their usage. Indeed, the technologies
are the tools that enable internet users to10:
o

Communicate privately (confidentiality);

o

Know who they are communicating with (authentication);

o

Know that the information they are sending or receiving has not
been altered in transit (integrity);

o

Restrict access to their data or communications (authorization);

o

Know whether their device or technology has been tampered with
(tamper detection and resistance).

Here, the ONTOCHAIN project aims at making high-level semantics explicit
and included in the core fabric of the Internet. It aims at marrying
Semantic Web with Blockchains in order to provide technology base for
fine-grained and trusted decision making on the internet that embodies
the above discussed principles of humanity. It is a new line of research
and innovation with potentially considerable improvements in the ways
how our regulatory, ethical and moral logic is included and becomes part
of the internet.
Networks and ecosystems are a responsive environment that properly
addresses users’ well-founded concerns and allows for systemic trust.
In the Next Generation Internet initiative which goals are to make the
Internet more human centred with openness, inclusivity, transparency,
privacy, cooperation, and protection of data, ONTOCHAIN aims to
contribute to the conceptualisation, design and development of such
trustworthy ecosystem of solutions to help build trust in the Internet
especially regarding data, trustworthy knowledge and information
handling and trustworthy content exchange with a specific focus on
Blockchains, Smart Contracts, Decentralised Oracles, Semantic Web, and
related technologies. Of primary importance, is to well understand these
technologies and their key attributes to demonstrate their relevance for
promoting user trust and helping create new ethical and virtuous business
opportunities benefiting citizens, companies and public services. Thus,
in the following we introduce these technologies and investigate their
appropriateness
in
achieving
the
ONTOCHAIN
goals:
trustworthy
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data/knowledge management and exchange as well as trustworthy content
handling on the Internet.
At this point, it is worthwhile mentioning that the partners of the
ONTOCHAIN consortium have been already vocal in exposing these aspects
of ONTOCHAIN with the hope to bring together more interested
participants. The University of Ljubljana has already contributed to the
United Nations IFIP organisation Domain Committee on Cloud Computing in
2015 in its call for Human-Centred Cloud (https://www.ifipnews.org/ifiphuman-centric-cloud-2015-06-03/).
The ONTOCHAIN consortium partners also gave an interview for the online
news service eHackingNews that has more than 100.000 readers world-wide
(https://www.ehackingnews.com/2020/11/interview-with-experts-who-leadproject.html).

1.2

BLOCKCHAINS, SMART CONTRACTS AND ORACLES

Blockchains and other distributed ledger technologies have today the
potential to fundamentally transform our global economy. Their relevance
to a number of different domains including financial, governance, health,
education, business and industry has been already in part demonstrated,
but are they always the right option when it comes to trust? In a way,
people trust blockchains as they use specific ledgers for digital
currency transactions.

1.2.1 Blockchain technology: operation principle, simple taxonomy
and attributes
Blockchain technology is a subset of Distributed Ledger Technologies
(DLTs). It enables parties with no particular trust in each other to
exchange any type of digital data on a peer-to-peer basis with fewer or
no intermediaries.
Data in the blockchain could represent, for instance, money, insurance
policies, contracts, land titles, medical records, birth and marriage
certificates, buying and selling goods and services or any other type
of transaction or asset that can be translated into a digital form.
Hence, there are no obstacles to representing and storing Semantic Web
information in blockchain, though we must consider the quality of
service, cost and environmental footprint of such transactions.
In the DLTs family, the specificity of blockchain technology lies in the
way data is distributed, verified and registered. In particular this
technology is based on cryptographic techniques to record and synchronise
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data in chains of blocks. These cryptographic techniques ensure secrecy
and integrity of data in the presence of an adversary. From a privacy
perspective, these techniques are useful to protect personal information
from being leaked during their transportation and from storage servers.
In practice11, when a transaction with a party B is requested by a party
A such as the transfer of money, the setup of a contract, or the sharing
of records, the transaction is broadcasted to a distributed network of
nodes (or computers) which will validate it according to an agreed set
of rules or consensus mechanisms. When validated, this transaction is
bundled with others into a new block and added to the blockchain. In a
way, consensus mechanisms may act as regulators in the Next Generation
Internet.
The whole process ensures that each block is created in a way that
irrefutably links it to the previous one and the next one, forming a
chain of blocks. In other terms, the nodes of the blockchain sequence
the blocks with timestamps and contain each a hash of the previous block,
so that changing a single byte in a validated block would invalidate the
whole chain. The resulting unique record forms a blockchain that is
shared by each node or computer in the network and is constantly updated
and synchronised.
As a database or ledger, blockchains store permanently the records of
all transactions ever executed across a network. Its specific structure
maintains properties such as immutability, transparency, robustness,
auditability and security.
However, in order to raise some interest and imagination, in the future
one could imagine different arrangements of blocks. For example, in
ONTOCHAIN, we may wish to imagine ONTOBLOCKS that form trees of blocks
containing Semantic Web information, or even forests of such trees of
ONTOBLOCKS, directed acyclic graphs of ONTOBLOCKS, and so on.
The following picture shows how a today’s blockchain works in practice.
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FIGURE 1: HOW BLOCKCHAIN WORKS?
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There are three different types of blockchains distinguished by those
who can read, execute and validate transactions: public, private and
hybrid blockchains.
o

Public blockchains allow anyone to participate as users, miners,
developers, or community members. Anyone can participate in the
maintenance and governance of the blockchain. All transactions that
take place on public blockchains are fully transparent, anyone can
examine the transaction details. They are designed to be fully
decentralized, with no individual or entity controlling which
transactions are recorded in the blockchain or the order in which
they are processed. They can be highly censorship-resistant, since
anyone is open to join the network, regardless of location,
nationality, etc. Public blockchains all have a token associated
with them that is typically designed to incentivize and reward
participants in the network. Achieving consensus for a public
blockchain is time-consuming and expensive.

o

Private blockchains are more centralized than public blockchains.
The entities running the chain have significant control over
participants and governance structures. Transactions are private
and only available to participants that have been given permission
to join the network. They can be associated or not with tokens.
Private blockchains are much faster than public blockchains because
the network is managed by a handful of trusted nodes whose motives
are clearly for the benefit of the network. Such trusted nodes
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typically belong to financial institutions or universities to
maintain fairness and remain unbiased.
o

Hybrid blockchains, depending on their architecture, lie somewhere
between public and private blockchains. They combine the benefits
of both public and private blockchains while trying to limit the
disadvantages. Hybrid blockchains can thus employ a public
blockchain to make the ledger accessible to every single person in
the world, with a private blockchain running in the background that
can control access to the modifications in the ledger. It can
combine the privacy benefits of a permissioned and private
blockchain with the security and transparency benefits of a public
blockchain. It gives business flexibility to choose what data they
want to make public and transparent and what data they want to keep
private.

The use of semantics within blockchains which is the centre-research
theme of the ONTOCHAIN project may instigate the development of new type
of blockchains that contain specific regulatory mechanisms that help
build blockchains with very specific properties, such as degrees of
openness (from public-to-private).
Whatever their type, blockchains have key interconnected features which
level of implementation and efficiency depends on how blockchains
themselves are designed. They are the following12:
o

Transparency: All participants of a blockchain can view the full
record of transactions, making it nearly impossible to hide
particular exchanges and relatively easy for third parties to track
data entries and keep blockchain honest.

o

Trust: Strict governance rules, cryptography, and immutable
transactions work together to provide strong security for
individuals interacting directly on the distributed network and
this without central trusted authority.

o

Efficiency: Thanks to their decentralized nature, blockchain
removes intermediaries from transactions, preventing bottlenecks
or indirect pathways that slow down information transfers, thus
increasing efficiency in data movement.

o

Immutability: Blockchain is a permanent, unalterable network. To
change a transaction on the blockchain, a new transaction needs to
be added to reverse the effects of the original. Upstream each node
of the blockchain needs to check the new transaction validity
before it is added to the ledger. Data can only be appended to the
existing data set.

o

Pseudonymity: The true identity of the participants in the
blockchain is not known. Public–private key cryptography functions
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enable participants to have a public-facing digital “address” that
is not publicly associated to them but over which they exercise
unique control.
o

Verifiability: Blockchain allows the complete record of transaction
to be verified and to assess its veracity in real time.

o

Controllability: With its decentralization feature, blockchain
give effective and exclusive control over their data or digital
properties to the users. Third parties are no more necessary.

o

Security: The use of encryption algorithms to identify transacting
parties to each other via public keys before executing any exchange
combined with the disaggregation of data across a distributed
network of nodes (i.e., computers) provides security against
attempts to destroy or change the record and protects individuals’
data against hackers.

o

Disintermediation: Blockchain allows the reduction in the use of
intermediaries for a transaction between two parties thus
decreasing the risk of errors that usually come with extratransactions.

According to the nature of the consensus protocols and the relative
dominance by design of their key attributes (transparency, trust,
immutability, pseudonymity, verifiability, controllability, security,
disintermediation), certain blockchains (public, private or hybrid) will
be thus more appropriate for addressing particular challenges such as
trust in data management, exchange and content handling than other. When
aiming to build a trustworthy ecosystem, identity, trust, right to be
forgotten, privacy and so forth are features to be considered at the
design level.
In this context, the ONTOCHAIN project will consider the inner structure
of blockchains, rethink and even redesign it, and it will explore new
ways of including semantics and decision-making mechanisms that relate
to semantics in the inner workings of blockchains. This will be
considered along with the technical development of the ONTOCHAIN software
ecosystem that aims at achieving two key ONTOCHAIN use cases of
trustworthy knowledge and information handling and trustworthy content
exchange.

1.2.2 Smart contracts
attributes

and

oracles:

operation

principles

and

Smart contracts are paramount components of many platforms and
applications being built using blockchain or distributed ledger
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technology. Their fields of application are numerous and especially
wherever economic assets interfaces with the Internet. So, they are
suitable for implementation in area such as finance, sharing economy,
supply chain, energy, insurance, identity control, IoT, employments
contracts, rights management, gaming etc.
They work as a digital agreement that is enforced by a specific set of
rules and can enable the transfer of everything from bitcoin to goods
transported around the world. Two parties can make commitments without
having to know or trust each other, since if the rules are not respected
the contract will not be executed. Practically, smart contracts are
computerized transaction protocols stored on blockchain based platforms
that automatically executes all or parts of an agreement in a trustworthy
manner without the need for intermediaries, legal systems, or external
enforcement mechanisms, thus reducing the operational costs of a
transaction.
Smart contracts are characterised by the following features:
o

Accuracy: Terms and conditions of smart contracts are thoroughly
detailed to avoid any pitfalls associated to manual filling of
documents, misinterpretation and finally transaction errors.

o

Efficiency: Smart contracts run on software codes and as such they
enable accurate and fast execution of transactions compared to
traditional ones.

o

Security: Smart contracts implement an encryption approach to
strengthen their level of protection and security.

o

Transparency: Smart contracts do not need middlemen such as
lawyers, banks, witnesses and any other intermediaries. They allow
for their terms and conditions to be fully accessible to all
relevant parties that can commit themselves to operate by the rules
of the underlying code.

o

Trust: The secure, autonomous and transparent nature of smart
contracts highly limits bias, manipulation or error. Moreover, data
being permanently stored for future references, their retrieval in
case of loss is easy.

Here, ONTOCHAIN aims at improvements of the smart contracts technology
to be able to include, for example, reasoning mechanisms (e.g., Pellet)
and other technologies for modelling and dealing with semantics (e.g.,
Protégé) commonly associated with the Semantic Web.
Complementary to Smart Contracts are Oracles and Decentralized Oracles
that act as interface to import real-world data into the blockchain13.
In fact, in our ONTOCHAIN project this is considered to be the interface
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between the world outside the blockchains which is inherently not
trusted, and the world of carefully designed consensus protocols and
other agreement (e.g., regulatory) mechanisms that is part of the
blockchains.
The term Oracle comes from ancient practices in Greece, for example,
Pythia, the famous Oracle of Delfi. Oracles were individuals able to
communicate directly with the gods and to see the future. They were
consulted by people who did not have enough information to make
decisions, and turned to them for knowledge beyond their understanding14.
In the same way blockchains are limited to information that are on chain
and thus in some cases there is no direct way to consider external
information in order to validate the conditions that are required by the
smart contracts. Except for crypto exchange, oracles support the access,
validation, and transmission of data from the real world that condition
the triggering of smart contracts. Examples of external data which are
fed to smart contracts via decentralised oracles may include lottery
winners, natural disasters along with risk measurements, price and
exchange rate of real/crypto assets, static data (e.g., country codes),
dynamic data (e.g., time measurements), weather conditions, political
events, sporting events, geolocation and traceability information,
accidents, events in other blockchains and so on.
Hence, oracles act as a bridge that can digest external and nondeterministic information into a format that a blockchain can
understand.15
Oracles are the only means of communication for blockchain with the
real, that is, untrusted world, and unlike blockchain nodes, they are
centralized and exposed to tampering and manipulations. The risk of
oracles being compromised and feeding the blockchain with false
information is called the “oracle problem”. The oracle problem biases
all real-world applications, but its impact varies according to the
application itself. The most promising and discussed smart contract
applications, such as IPR protection, energy production, healthcare,
supply chain management, academic transcript, and legal contracts, are
thus analysed. The analysis provided in this study supports the view
that the oracle problem inevitably affects real-world applications.
However, the impact is different, and it strictly depends on the
trustworthiness of the system in which it is implemented. As hypothesized
by Antonopoulos and Woods16, although less decentralized, the academic
sector is one in which the oracle problem represents the lowest threat.
On the other hand, in the energy sector, in which the oracle problem is
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dual and control over production is decentralized, the oracle problem
represents a real issue.
Core research and innovation aspect of the ONTOCHAIN project is the
interface between the real-world information and the information which
is stored and managed in the blockchains. So, key aspect which is
explored by the project is how reputation and other soft indicators can
be used, by means of specific technology, in order to improve the
trustworthiness of the information, the decision-making processes
starting from the real-world and going towards the trusted world of
blockchains and vice-versa, with trusted events that are being emitted
by blockchains and can be picked and used in the real world (e.g.
Hyperledger Fabric may issue a trusted event to automatically open a
door that may have trusted implication in the cyber-physical world).

1.3

ONTOCHAIN IN THE CONTEXT OF EBSI

While necessary for a number — if not the majority — of real-world
applications, Oracles represent a point of centralisation and are as
such a very critical component in any blockchain ecosystem. For this
reason, virtually every blockchain application addresses Oracles as a
specific topic; this is for example also the case of the European
Blockchain
Services
Infrastructure
(EBSI).
See
more
at:
https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDIGITAL/EBSI
Under
existing use case scenarios of EBSI, smart contracts and oracles can be
used to achieve privacy preserving content sharing, cross-border data
management, and similar.
Here, a specific impact of the ONTOCHAIN project is foreseen, as
ONTOCHAIN intends to generate new, ambitious and innovative use cases
that may complement the initial use cases of EBSI.

1.4

TECHNOLOGY, POLICY AND REGULATION ALIGNMENT

Regulatory frameworks need to reflect the values of their citizens, and
should encourage rather than stifle innovation. Technology, policy and
regulation need to progress hand in hand, and innovators and policy
makers should consult each other to develop the most appropriate
regulatory framework. Regulation may be considered in two ways, one is
regulation for blockchain, and technical mechanisms for regulation that
may be embedded within blockchains.
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It is important that any new regulatory ecosystem provides the same or
improved protection as the current system. It should also acknowledge
the impacts of other technological innovations, such as Artificial
Intelligence and the Internet of Things.
It is important to realise that the terminology used in regulating
blockchain is critical to the development of an overarching regulatory
framework. In the future, these terms should be clearly defined and
standardised.
Now, whether to embrace blockchain, smart contract, oracle technologies
to build a trustworthy internet depends on the quality of the policy and
regulatory framework that will guide their development. Indeed,
technology, policy and regulation need to progress hand in hand in order
to make the most of it for our societies. Therefore, in the following
subsections, the actual regulatory framework regarding identity, trust,
right to be forgotten, privacy and so on is depicted, in order to identify
the potential gaps that ONTOCHAIN has to consider.

1.4.1 On trustworthy data-sharing systems
The EU will boost the development of trustworthy data-sharing systems:
o

Empower Europeans to decide what happens to their data, and what data
they would like to share with whom;

o

Facilitate data altruism to make it easier and safer for companies
and individuals to voluntarily make their data available for the
benefit of society;

o

Enhance the reuse of public sector data that cannot be made available
as open data;

o

Create new EU rules on neutrality to allow novel data intermediaries
to function as trustworthy;

o

Organisers of data sharing;

o

Set up a European Data Innovation Board to steer data governance and
prioritise standards.

1.4.2 On democratization
Blockchains are said to contribute to democratisation due to the nature
of the consensus protocols used. However, such consensus protocols are
currently operating on sub-optimal levels as they consume a lot of
energy, they take a lot of time, require a lot of spending, or do not
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scale well, so they may seem inadequate for achieving trustworthy data
and knowledge management. Our ONTOCHAIN project foresees new technology
developments in short and mid-term that would support democratic
principles.
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2. BLOCKCHAIN’S CHALLENGES TO THE LEGAL AND
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK AND SOCIETY
Blockchain, smart contract and oracles are relatively new technologies
that may have a huge potential for socio-economic reach and impact.
Therefore, it is of paramount importance that a regulatory framework is
established so that their full potential can be achieved. However, there
are plenty of regulatory frameworks related to blockchain around the
world.
The EU strongly supports a pan-European framework in order to avoid
legal and regulatory fragmentation, in order to increase investments and
to make sure that consumers and investors are adequately protected.
Towards this goal, in 2019, the European Union Blockchain Observatory
and Forum has prepared a report on a Legal and Regulatory Framework
around Blockchains and Smart Contracts17 in which challenges, potential
solutions and various paths forward for DLT and the law are highlighted.
In this document, the following is acknowledged:
o

The importance of identifying central points which can be used to
apply regulation, such as miners, core software developers, end
users, and even enabling governmental or regulatory players to be
potential blockchain participants;

o

Issues of identifying liability, for example that of core software
developers;

o

The challenges that the immutability and lack of updatability of
smart contracts bring;

o

The need for quality assurance and technology audit processes.

Challenges to the establishment of a relevant legal and regulatory
framework
comes
from
the
key
characteristics
of
blockchain.
Organizations wishing to develop a decentralized application on a
blockchain therefore face a new set of risks and issues to manage. Most
of this stems from the fact that we live in a world where centralized
governance and control is the norm. Accordingly, the vast majority of
countries’ laws and regulations envision centralized businesses or
structures with a singular seat of control and responsibility. Deviating
from this arrangement poses a challenge from a legal and regulatory
perspective and raises enforcement issues.
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2.1.

LEGAL AND REGULATORY CHALLENGES

As blockchain originated as a platform for secure peer to peer financial
transactions, most of the challenges arise in the sector of financial
services18,19. Traditionally, in this sector there has been some form of
central counterparty, which is often regulated. That central party, e.g.,
a central bank or other institution in clearing and settlement processes,
is accountable and takes responsibility within a particular system or
process for the provision of the services to all of the other
participants through a contractual framework as dictated by the legal
and regulatory structure.
However, in many blockchain use cases there is no such centralized party
that takes responsibility for the provision of services or controls
associated data sets. While such decentralization can bring benefits,
it also poses a legal and regulatory challenge; there is no central
party that is responsible and can be held accountable.
Key issues that present risks to firms using blockchain are:
o

Blockchain systems spanning multiple jurisdictions,

o

Crypto assets,

o

Data and privacy protection, and

o

Governance.

They are explained further below.

2.1.1.

Jurisdictional Problems

As the nodes of a decentralized ledger can span multiple locations around
the world, it is often difficult to tell which jurisdictions’ laws and
regulations apply to a given application or fraud. There is a risk that
transactions performed by an organization could fall under every
jurisdiction in which a node in the blockchain network is situated,
resulting in an overwhelming number of laws and regulations that might
apply to transactions in a blockchain based system.
Decentralized Autonomous Organization public blockchains (DAOs) are
essentially online, digital entities or organisations that operate
through the implementation of pre-coded rules maintained on a blockchain
platform. DAOs, being inherently decentralized and geographically
disperse, present unique and unprecedented question as traditional
entities were centralised and had a recognisable legal structure and
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form. What is the legal status and liability attached to a DAO? Are they
simple corporations, partnerships, legal entities, legal contracts or
something else? This will depend on how each DAO is structured and the
jurisdiction in which the DAO is incorporated (if any). The legal status
and liability attached to a DAO will depend on how each DAO is structured
and the jurisdiction in which it is incorporated in. As the DAO’s daily
operation is conducted automatically by technical means (blockchain
evolution), it may be difficult to identify who is accountable for the
DAO as a whole in case of fraud or if laws are broken or contracts are
breached. If the DAO is structured as a legal entity, there should be
limited such risk, since registration as a corporation, partnership or
other
legal
entity
typically
requires
the
appointment
of
directors/partners etc. who would be held to be responsible for the
actions of the company. However, if the DAO is not structured as a legal
entity and instead exists only as computer code, it is not clear who is
responsible for the DAO. The extent of liability of the founders for
breach of law or contract will depend on a fact-specific assessment and
different jurisdictions will take different approaches.

2.1.2.

Crypto assets

We currently see a huge range of opinions from regulators on crypto
assets, from outright scepticism and bans in some countries (e.g.,
China), to more cautious investor warnings from others20, while yet other
countries have introduced regulations to attract more crypto activity
(e.g., Gibraltar and Malta21).
These divergences of opinion and the resulting pitfalls are well
documented in the example of Initial Coin Offerings, or ICOs. The
popularity of selling tokens via ICOs as a means of start-up fundraising
has become very popular recently. The divergence of regulatory opinions
on the specific legal implications of a token sale makes it necessary
for organizations to consider upfront whether their token sale may be
compliant in the jurisdictions in which they plan to offer tokens or
not. It has to be ensured by organizations that the sale of tokens is
limited to buyers in their desired jurisdictions in order to avoid
jurisdictions that are more heavily regulated or even forbid ICOs.
An organization wishing to sell tokens may be seeking investment, yet
it may also be attempting to build a user base through a network effect.
In the former case, it is absolutely reasonable on behalf of regulators
and policy makers to expect that the organization complies with the
usual investor protection laws (i.e., cryptocurrency should not be
employed as a means to circumvent these laws). However, in the latter
case, organizations use a token model in order to build a network of
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users by offering cryptocurrency to use within the particular ecosystem
being built. Their objective in this case is to encourage people to
become users of the organization’s services, with the cryptocurrency
used to pay for their provision. If the organization proves successful,
the value of the token should increase accordingly, as usually there is
a finite amount of the new currency sold. Thus, it is the users of the
ecosystem who can contribute to and benefit from its success (and
popularity), rather than equity investors, in a win-win setting. In many
jurisdictions, regulators have acknowledged that there is a place for
such utility tokens, and that they may not be regulated as an investment.
A difficulty arises when organizations wish to sell tokens both to
potential users of the system (utility tokens) and to organizations that
do not intend to use the prospective service (for example, an investment
bank or a venture capital company). Utility tokens that are sold as
investments complicate telling the boundaries between what is regulated
and what is not, and the respective regulations that an organization
must comply with in each jurisdiction in which a token is offered for
sale.
Europe is addressing the challenges related to crypto assets with the
initiative “EU regulatory framework for crypto-assets” 22 , which has
produced the Proposal for a REGULATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND
OF THE COUNCIL on Markets in Crypto-assets (24 September 2020), whose
feedback period is still open till January 2021 and which will be
implemented by the year 2024.
The proposed regulation distinguishes between different kind of tokens
(crypto-assets, utility tokens, asset-referenced tokens and e-money
tokens, with the latter two capturing the “stablecoin” universe), for
each of which identifies specific rules to apply, and identifies also
opportunities and risks.
The main objectives of the overall EU Digital Finance Strategy23 are:
o Tackling fragmentation in the Digital Single Market for financial;
o Ensuring that the EU's regulatory framework facilitates digital
innovation in the interest of consumers and market efficiency;
o Creating a European financial data space to promote data-driven
innovation, building on the European Data Strategy;
o Addressing challenges and risks associated with the digital
transformation, in particular to promote resilience, data
protection and appropriate prudential supervision.
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2.1.3.
o

User Privacy and Data Protection

Conflicting Roles for Data Handling

In a permissionless public blockchain, no single party takes
responsibility for the availability or security of the blockchain
network, and all users of the system may have access to the data stored
on the network. These attributes conflict with most of privacy
regulations, and especially GDPR, which requires that the party
controlling personal data of an individual to safeguard the security and
privacy of that data on behalf of the individual or “data subject.” Both
a controller (the party that determines the purposes and means of
processing particular personal data) and a processor (a party responsible
for processing personal data on behalf of a controller, such as an
outsourced service provider) have distinct obligations under the GDPR,
making it important to determine whether a party qualifies as a
controller or a processor when processing personal data. Many blockchain
systems are operated by all the users in a peer-to-peer network
environment, which makes it difficult to define whether users are
controllers or processors. It is necessary to consider to what extent
the different participants in the blockchain network are controllers
based on their respective activities. Participants who submit personal
data to the blockchain are more likely to be considered controllers
under GDPR, as they determine the details of processing, whereas nodes
that only process personal data are more likely to be processors, as
they simply facilitate the blockchain network’s operation. However, this
determination is not straightforward, as not all blockchain systems
operate in the same way, and there can be different types of participants
carrying out various activities. Privacy can be further protected through
blockchain systems that use zero-knowledge proofs. This allows nodes in
the system to verify transactions without the details of the transaction
or the public key, ensuring personal data is not processed by other
nodes.
o

Data Transfer

In the sense that data may be transferred to a node in any location,
data put on a public blockchain is similar to data posted to the public
Internet. The European Court of Justice held that it cannot be presumed
that the word “transfer” was intended to cover the loading by an
individual of data onto an Internet page. A similar pragmatic approach
is required for data on a blockchain to ensure that it is not
“transferred” to every jurisdiction in which a node is present, causing
unnecessary breaches of privacy regulations.
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o

Data Freshness or Deletion

One of the key unique selling points of a blockchain system is that once
data is stored, it cannot be altered easily, if at all. This clearly has
implications for data privacy, particularly where the relevant data is
personal data or metadata sufficient to reveal someone’s personal
details. Data protection regulation may require that personal data be
kept up-to-date and accurate or deleted at the discretion of the
individual, and the immutability of a blockchain system may not be
consistent with such requirements.
o

User Identification

Blockchain data processing may fall under the scope of the GDPR to the
extent that the offering of blockchain-based transaction services extraEU is envisaged to address data subjects in the EU (Art. 3(2) GDPR)24.
The GDPR, as most types of data protection regulations, only applies to
personal data, i.e., “any information relating to an identified or
identifiable natural person” (Article 4(1) GDPR); according to that
provision, identifiability can be direct or indirect. For public
blockchains, this raises the question of the extent to which public
keys, and the addresses identified by them, can be understood as personal
data. This depends, inter alia, on whether data is just encrypted and
anonymised, in which case it may escape the ambit of the GDPR, or if
parties can be re-identified, in which case it may fall within the GDPR’s
scope, even if only authorised parties have access to it: the easier
concrete identities can be linked to pseudonymous addresses, the more
likely it is that courts will find that blockchains such as Bitcoin or
Ethereum store personal data. Recent studies demonstrating the
identifiability of Bitcoin users from public data sources, for example
via transaction graph analysis25 suggest that the applicability of data
protection regulation is a real and serious threat to the viability of
immutable blockchain registers. This is even more the case when
blockchains contain directly identifying information, such as land
registration titles. At the same time, the threat of data protection
violations may be understood as a welcome wake-up call to further develop
privacy-preservation26 and pruning solutions that might not only address
privacy concerns, but also scaling limitations27.
o

Privacy by Design

The idea of “privacy by design” (as enshrined in Article 25 of the GDPR)
may also require the consideration of the privacy implications when
designing the specific blockchain (and the DApps), imposing the choice
of GDPR-compatible technologies and overall IT architecture28.
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o

Intellectual Property (IP)

To truly unlock the potential of blockchain, the underlying technology,
including its software, will have to be shared in order for value to be
gained. The nature of such “sharing” depends entirely on the specific
nature of the blockchain in question, including its purposes, subject
matter, and relationship between the blockchain participants. It is
therefore important to consider questions around the nature of the
underlying IP, its ownership and licensing arrangement as part of the
structuring of the blockchain. The core considerations and possible IP
options (e.g., in respect of IP ownership and licensing) are, to a large
extent, no different than that of any other traditional IP regime or
software development agreement and, depending on the agreed licensing
provisions, are likely to hinge on whether those specific requirements
could give a customer a competitive edge and/or can be used by the
blockchain vendor (i.e. is there any exclusivity, what is the nature and
extent of the licensing provision). Developers and IP owners will have
to determine their IP strategy, including who owns what, and protection
on all levels. Vendors will likely want to capitalise on any other
commercial benefits to be generated from the blockchain, including
commercialisation of the underlying dataset by way of licensing-out the
underlying IP. Especially in public blockchains based on open-source
software, this can be challenging, but creating mechanisms to identify
who created and who owns what (e.g., timestamps) should be considered.
In addition to considerations on the ownership of the IP in the
underlying blockchain, another important question relates to whether the
blockchain can be used to record ownership, use and remuneration of IP
licensing/transactions.
o

Exit from blockchain

The need for exit assistance will be determined in large part by the
specific solution and the extent to which the blockchain vendor holds
the customer’s data and how data is stored on the blockchain. If the
customer does not have its own copy of the data, it will require data
migration assistance to ensure the vendor is obliged to hand over all
such data on expiry or termination.

2.1.4.
o

Governance

Smart Contracts

Smart contracts are self-executing software code that runs on a
blockchain. They are not in themselves legal contracts. Contract law
will likely apply to the underlying transactions between the parties
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using smart contracts, assuming that the arrangement between the
participants otherwise fulfils the requirements for contract formation.
Smart contracts may not be perceived to be legally binding by the various
regulatory frameworks depending on their structure. However, some smart
contracts themselves are being structured as legal contracts and
therefore have the full force of law. In such cases, it will be necessary
to understand how they meet the pre-conditions for contract formation
in different jurisdictions, as well as how they will be construed and
interpreted by a court or arbitral body in the event of a dispute. Also,
smart contracts can potentially be attacked in the blockchain, as
demonstrated in 2016 by the hack of the Decentralized Autonomous
Organization (DAO) public blockchain29. Liability in such a case is not
clear.
o

Accountability

In relation to decentralized systems, a key question for regulators is
who should be held accountable for breaches of law and regulation. This
is similar to the problem of determining accountability on the Internet
before the emergence of blockchain. In a public blockchain system, there
is no one easily held accountable. In a private blockchain system, where
there is clear ownership and responsibility, regulators might expect
those running the system to be accountable for data added to the system
by all the network users.
o

Taxation

The application of existing tax frameworks to a digitalized economy has
posed significant challenges to national and global tax authorities. For
example, digital economy concerns are at least partly within the scope
of the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) concerns. In some
cases, governments have suggested that broad-based “virtual” profit
allocation rules, rather than existing permanent establishment concepts,
should apply. India has introduced an “equalisation levy” on payments
made to certain non-resident on-line service providers.12 The European
Union has considered similar measures. Over the longer run, a “virtual
permanent establishment” concept is envisaged.
These ongoing discussions may have significant implications for
blockchain and distributed ledger technology platforms. For example, it
seems evident that cryptocurrency transactions will be taxed as assets,
that is, on a capital gains basis, without application of VAT. However,
issuances of utility tokens, for example, to employees, may be more
appropriately taxed as income. Similarly, for policy reasons, government
authorities may prefer to defer revenue recognition until disposition,
or provision of the underlying services, as is the case in Israel. These
are complex matters that, even within a BEPS framework, may promote
competitive tax practices that other authorities may view with concern.
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In the case of non-cryptocurrency platforms, BEPS-type concerns may well
influence industry and governance structures in unintended ways. For
example, industry DLT platforms for supply chain management may tend
towards centralization, so that they are owned and nominally governed
(consistent with BEPS limitations) from low-tax jurisdictions.
Similarly, “smart contracts” more efficiently executed on-chain, may be
moved off-line to centralized operations to ensure favourable tax
treatment of ledger transactions. This solution may achieve compliance,
however, at the cost of the efficiencies and certainty argued to arise
from using a blockchain-only architecture.
o

Money Laundering or Criminal Act

Relative anonymity and privacy offered by blockchains inherently, may
violate anti-money laundering provisions which have been updated, at the
EU level, to include blockchain-based payments or other criminal act30.
Regulatory bodies will need to address these issues and find ways to
build compliance rules into blockchain networks. This way, smart
contracts that do not conform to certain regulations can be designed to
pause when they encounter a regulatory hurdle and the parties can have
a chance to revise the agreement or cancel it altogether.
Tracking financial crimes and following the money trail will also be
more difficult because of anonymous users. Users could create any number
of wallets with separate public keys to transact with other parties who
are using similar tactics to remain untraceable. Innocent users could
be harmed by a counterparty and have no reasonable way of finding or
identifying the person on the other end of the blockchain network.
o

Notarization

There may be new legal issues involving regulation of those entering
information on property exchange onto the blockchain, since mistakes
made on the blockchain are easily traceable and accessible, but cannot
be reversed unilaterally. If workarounds exist, then a broad adoption
of recording deeds on blockchain could eliminate the need for title
insurance and smooth a layer of friction within real estate transacting31.
Smart contracts can also be used as a form of escrow in property
transfers32.

2.2. SOCIETAL CHALLENGES
As explained in Section 1, blockchain technology can provide the
technological answer to many weaknesses of the current Internet
infrastructure, enhance business development, improve quality of
democracy and –through hype- do almost everything and solve any problem.
While there is much truth in the great potential of blockchain
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technology, at the same time, current public blockchain networks, such
as Ethereum, also pose some societal challenges. The most important ones
are summarised below:
o

Decentralization of power not always there. While a blockchain
network is inherently a decentralized infrastructure, whose
trustworthiness is based on consensus agreements among numerous
geographically disperse and independent nodes, a vast part of the
mining power is currently controlled only by a handful of big
players. Maintaining the decentralized nature of public blockchain
networks is vital for their sustainable development.

o

Geographical diversity of the nodes may not hold. While blockchain
nodes are supposed to represent different entities geographically
dispersed across different countries, many nodes are located in
proximate locations within the same country. This fact may enable
specific governments or regimes to influence the information that
is written in the blockchains or dictate to the blockchain networks
their own political agendas.

o

Entry barriers for newcomers. Currently, the mining difficulty in
most public blockchain network is so high that a potential newcomer
to the network would have to invest to a significant amount of
money to computational resources (when a proof-of-work consensus
mechanism is in place) or staking power (when a proof-of-stake
consensus protocol is in place). This situation significantly
inhibits the openness of current public blockchain networks.
Accessibility barriers also exist for non-tech savvy people. It is
important that public blockchain networks are accessible to all so
that no one is left behind.

o

Carbon footprint can be huge. Blockchain may have negative
implications to the environment. The electricity consumption for
mining in the Bitcoin network (which employs the Proof-of-Work
consensus protocol) is larger than that of many countries and it
grows even more. Moreover, the huge silicon and semiconductor
infrastructure employed for mining additionally impacts the
environment.

o

Ethical challenge. While spending huge amounts of power for mining
purposes in the blockchain networks, there is still plenty of
energy poverty in the planet. Blockchain technology owes to help
in this era by means of p2p energy exchange and donation to the
energy poor people.

o

Lack of trustworthiness of entities or credibility of information.
Blockchain networks enable immutable transactions among unknown
entities. However, the quality of exchanged goods or services
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remains unknown. Moreover, the credibility of the information
stored in the distributed ledgers is unknown. ONTOCHAIN taps into
these weaknesses of current blockchain networks.
o

Foggy business landscape. While there is great promise and
expectation in the prospects of blockchain technology, still this
business landscape is vastly unexplored and the risk involved into
investing or starting a business in the area is still high.
ONTOCHAIN taps into this weakness of current blockchain networks.
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3. ONTOCHAIN IMPACT AND IMPLICATIONS
In the course of the ONTOCHAIN project, we intend to investigate the
implications of its technology in terms of regulatory, legal, ethical
and societal aspects. By all means, ONTOCHAIN intends to provide a
technology base that could be used to improve on several aspects
important to humanity today, which include diversity, pluralism,
democracy, human-rights, but also sustainability and care for the
environment. ONTOCHAIN aims to provide key solutions towards the
information-technology embodiment of such important aspects as well as
towards their evolution for the benefit of humankind and our environment,
too.
ONTOCHAIN will assess its relationship towards these important aspects
throughout its lifetime from conceptualization, to development and
implementation. The results of this pioneering work may shed light on
the properties of a new, disruptive regulatory framework that is more
dynamic, flexible, extensible and can evolve gracefully with time,
providing higher quality of the overall democratic process. In the
understanding of the ONTOCHAIN partners, the information-technology
developed by the project may be considered as a new technological
regulatory framework that holds the potential to reflect and support the
fundamental values of diversity, equality, privacy and participation and
more broadly of human rights.
Many of these above-mentioned impacts are expected in the mid-term and
beyond the lifetime of the ONTOCHAIN project. However, the ONTOCHAIN
technology base may be considered by upcoming projects, particularly
related to the Human-Centred Internet, which is now becoming an important
part of the new Research and Innovation Programme of the European Union
– Horizon Europe.

3.1.

REGULATORY IMPACT

As explained in Section 2, the current regulatory framework has various
limitations that may be overcome in the future by means of Next
Generation Internet Blockchains. The European Commission is already
leading the effort for the establishment of EBSI. Today, regulatory
frameworks are being imposed by legislative bodies i.e., national
parliaments of countries. Once a new law is introduced it is valid all
over the country. However, in many Member States of the European Union
there is a tendency to devolve the parliamentary power to lower-level
democracies, such as municipalities and counties.
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Currently, there is no technological framework that would help the
citizens of a country to dynamically, efficiently and effectively exert
their citizen rights to contribute to a democratic system at all levels:
the neighbourhood, the town, the municipality, the region, the country,
and in fact, at World level, for example, at the United Nations, when
it comes to decisions that concern humanity as such.
Being at an early stage of ONTOCHAIN Next Generation Internet project,
we believe there are many current limitations that may be tackled in
mid-term (rather than short-term) by ONTOCHAIN technologies. In
particular:
o

Any decision-making process should be based on truthful
information. Even though facts may be multi-faceted, interpreted
in different ways, decision makers should have at their grasp
enough and credible information to be able to make decisions
effectively. ONTOCHAIN deals with credibility assessment of
information and trustworthy data exchange at its core service
offerings.

o

Inability to support pluralism, diversity and democracy with
specific technology base on all levels, from the neighbourhood
to the country and the World. While ONTOCHAIN, as a blockchain
ecosystem, will be inherently technically decentralized,
decentralization of power and diversity have to be ensured
through an appropriate consensus mechanism.

o

Inability to effectively support human-rights in daily life
situations that have been recognised and enshrined in charters
of the United Nations and legislation of the European Union.
Appropriate handling of privacy, anonymity and trust in
ONTOCHAIN, provides some promise that the use cases of ONTOCHAIN
will help improve this situation.

o

The dynamic nature of our decision-making processes is not well
supported. What is necessary is technological means to be able
to exert democratic rights in a wide area of situations.

o

The
inclusion
of
the
Internet
of
Things,
Artificial
Intelligence, content handling and information exchange methods
in the overall ethical standards and processes has to be wellthought out. Particularly, for example, how does a judge make a
decision based on information that has been provided by
artificial agents?

ONTOCHAIN aims to help towards better democratization. A much more
thorough analysis will be carried out in the course of the project to
explore
the
potential
and
limitations
of
new
ONTOCHAIN-based
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technologies to address a series of regulatory concerns and requirements
that have been discussed in this deliverable.

3.2.

SOCIETAL IMPACT

ONTOCHAIN ecosystem aims to primarily provide support for trustworthy
services and credible information exchange and trustworthy data
processing and handling. To this end, several socioeconomic positive
impacts are foreseen for the use cases and the economy built on top of
ONTOCHAIN. Some of these expectable impacts of the ONTOCHAIN are the
following:
o

More credible content

o

Trustworthy transactions

o

Less centralized Internet

o

More inclusive Internet

o

Higher accountability, but no harm to anonymity

These impacts are supported by the core technologies that are expected
to form the backbone of ONTOCHAIN architecture and software ecosystem.
Being at a very early stage of the project, currently, we can only
provide a collection of aspects that are to be considered throughout the
project lifetime and report on the potential impacts.
Below, we will discuss the existing technology design, development and
deployment considerations towards the aforementioned expectable impacts.

3.2.1. More Credible Content
A variety of ONTOCHAIN services and APIs will be designed to help assess
the credibility of content that resides outside the blockchains and link
it with the inner semantic structure of ONTOCHAIN. Thus, when specific
data resides outside the blockchain, it will still be possible to assess
it, by linking it with properties that are recorded on blockchain. It
is an important hypothesis of this project that this linking structure
between off-chain and on-chain semantic data will significantly
contribute towards trustworthiness of content.

3.2.2.

Trustworthy Transactions

Ongoing Horizon 2020 projects, such as DECODE, already enable private
data transactions via smart contracts. The contribution of ONTOCHAIN in
this context is the one of explicitly recording the semantics for such
transactions, for example, the rules when specific private data
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transactions may happen (e.g., under which circumstances a specific
doctor can read specific part of the patient’s medical record). Topic 2
of the current 1st Call is designed to explore means for including such
formal semantics as both on-chain and off-chain metadata records.

3.2.3.

Less Centralized Internet

A basic building block of ONTOCHAIN may be something that we may
conceptually call an ONTOBLOCK. ONTOBLOCKs may be formed into different
sizes and forms and may be used at different levels. Examples may be
smart ecosystems such as smart city neighbourhoods, smart regions and
counties, smart e-government services and so on. Hence, ONTOCHAIN holds
the potential to diversify and devolve the regulatory aspects currently
imposed by governments and to make this structure trustworthy and useful,
and at the same time supporting diversity, pluralism and democracy, that
is, decentralization.

3.2.4.

More Inclusive Internet

What we ultimately need on the current internet is to be able to hear
every human voice. The embedded semantics within ONTOCHAIN may be such
to expose and magnify the trustworthy important human voice, so that
society can turn to those that require our attention at various levels
of the democratic structure. A high level of inclusion is necessary for
every modern society. In Europe, we continuously work towards improving
the inclusion of various groups such as minorities, invalids,
transgender, and so on. ONTOCHAIN as a technology that can raise the
level of abstraction and at the same time, the trustworthiness of
information, may play a significant role in reaching more inclusive
internet. Our project will also focus on this aspect and foresee how
this can be achieved by means of Next Generation blockchain technology.

3.2.5.

Higher Accountability, but no harm to anonymity

Blockchains
already
allow
for
accountability
and
anonymity.
Accountability within ONTOCHAIN can be achieved by recording specific
transactions on blockchain, while on the other hand anonymity can be
achieved by various technological means such as Zero-Knowledge Proofs
and cryptography. ONTOCHAIN through its development will also focus on
these aspects and aim at providing some innovative technological
solutions.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
This deliverable has summarized the current regulatory framework and its
challenges and limitations for blockchain ecosystems. ONTOCHAIN has to
consider these regulatory limitations in its development. Moreover, we
stated the potential regulatory and societal impacts of ONTOCHAIN. Being
at a very early stage of the project, ONTOCHAIN partners consider that
the connection between the aims of the Semantic Web and Blockchain is
powerful and may have considerable implications in two directions:
o

how regulation mechanisms can be included in blockchains to enable
their seamless operation in advanced new use case scenarios of
trustworthy information and knowledge handling and trustworthy
content exchange, and

o

how new regulatory mechanisms may be designed in order to
facilitate a much more dynamic, refined, and seamless evolution of
our smart and modern society with the support of Next Generation
Blockchain technology.

The ONTOCHAIN project investigates both directions, by drawing from both
real-world societal needs to build a human-centred and responsible smart
society, and by using the current state-of-the-art technologies that
support democratic processes and building new technological layers on
top of that.
In the course of the project and the particular technological solutions
in the ONTOCHAIN ecosystem become clearer, we will systematise and
analyse our initial considerations, potentially identify more impacts
and implications of ONTOCHAIN in the regulatory framework, the society
and the economy and categorize them between short- and mid-term ONTOCHAIN
ones.
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